
My Meeting with the Minister
Responsible for Probate

I met Mike Freer, the Minister responsible for Probate, following several
constituents’ case of delay in processing applications. The Minister
confirmed that the office had been taking many months to determine a range of
probate cases, and he was working with officials to shorten delays and
improve processes. He agreed we should expect a better service. He promised
to review personally a couple of cases that are still outstanding for
Wokingham constituents.

My Visit to M2M Pharmaceutical’s New
Site Opening at Winnersh Triangle

I was the guest of honour at the opening of the new premises for M2M, an
expanding small business undertaking contract scientific research. Now based
at Winnersh Triangle, the company specialises in particle analysis for use in
the pharmaceutical industry. In my speech I praised them for their work and
growth so far and wished the seven employees well in developing new clients
and new ideas that will help in the fight against disease.
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The Chief Secretary to the Treasury’s
Replies to my Written Parliamentary
Questions

I have confirmation that on Treasury/OBR forecasts debt interest will fall
substantially by 2024-5 . They confirm the large increase in tax revenues
over the forecast period that they expect. They also confirm that were the
economy to grow a bit faster the deficit would fall.

All this reflects their strange definitions, including the capital item of
index linking with the revenue item of interest paid. It also reflects a
model which regularly exaggerates the deficit when there is bit faster
growth, and understates the deficit in slowdown or recession.

It reminds us that the budget strategy revolves around increasing tax
revenues to pay for rising expenditure.
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The has provided the following answer to your written parliamentary question
(92043):

Question:
To ask the Chancellor of the Exchequer, what recent estimate he has made of
the amount by which the total paid in interest on state debt will change
between this year and 2024-5. (92043)

Tabled on: 21 November 2022

This question was grouped with the following question(s) for answer:

To ask the Chancellor of the Exchequer, what estimate he has made of the1.
potential increase in tax revenue between the 2022-23 and 2027-28
financial years. (92044)
Tabled on: 21 November 2022
To ask the Chancellor of the Exchequer, if he will make an estimate of2.
the amount of extra tax revenue that would be received in financial year
2022-23 if the GDP of the UK were to remain at its present level, by
comparison with the amount he expects to receive in that year according
to present forecasts. (92048)
Tabled on: 21 November 2022

Answer:
John Glen:

The Office for Budget Responsibility (OBR) is the UK Government’s independent
official forecaster. The OBR’s most recent forecast was published alongside
the Autumn Statement on 17 November 2022.

The OBR forecast that tax receipts will increase from £1.0 trillion in
2022-23 to £1.2 trillion in 2027-28, an increase of £196 billion. Debt
interest spending (net of the Asset Purchase Facility) is expected to reach
£120.4bn for the financial year 2022-23 and fall by £37.9bn to £82.4bn in
2024-25.

The OBR does not regularly produce analysis of tax revenue according to
varying paths of GDP. Previous OBR analysis from January 2022 suggests that
raising real GDP growth to 2-3% a year over three years, from a base growth
forecast of 1.6% per year for those three years, could provide a benefit to
the public finances of £10-40 billion through a range of effects across tax
and spending.

The answer was submitted on 29 Nov 2022 at 12:04.
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Muddle in the middle

Sir Keir Starmer wants people to think he is standing up to the Corbyn  left
and this will make him ready to govern. He tells Mr Sunak he needs to stand
up to his right to woo the elusive middle ground voters.

At the same time, revealing his own self serving intents to deceive, Sir Kier
woos the very same so called right wing voters by pretending he now cares
about excessive migration and accepts Brexit which he spent three years
 fighting after the decision.

The advice to Mr Sunak to ignore the views of those who want to see the
Brexit wins and want the government to take control of our borders is bad
advice. I do not accept there is a simple right/ left split. If there is the
 centre ground has been shifted massively to the left with all the Opposition
parties in Parliament wanting higher taxes, more subsidies, price controls,
more migrants, compliance with EU rules after departure, aggressive
unilateral  pursuit of net zero, Wokeish  cultural attitudes and a belief
that more public spending solves all ills.

What Mr Sunak needs to do to raise Conservative poll ratings from their
recent extreme lows is to show he does mean business when he says he will
bring down migration, end small boat crossings, lower taxes , deliver Brexit
wins and restore the unity of the UK internal market. Sir Keir may need to
reject the left but Mr Sunak needs to embrace millions of Conservative voters
who currently think the government is not Conservative enough

Implementing the 2019 Conservative
Manifesto

My main advice to the Prime Minister  is to revisit the 2019 Manifesto and
complete our delivery of it. We all signed up to it and pledged to do what it
offered. There are still things to do to keep our word. Actual Manifesto
pledges are in bold type.

There are 3 main headings:

Take back control of our borders . Fewer low skilled migrants. Overall1.
numbers will come down. 

The government needs as a matter of urgency to pass legislation preventing
long delays and too many appeals against decisions fairly made. It needs to
expedite processing of asylum claims. It needs to end the use of hotels and
reduce the pull factors encouraging illegal economic migrants.
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It needs to have a less generous system of visas for legal migrants, reducing
low paid migration. It should intensify improvements to welfare and work
policies so many more people currently not working are in jobs and better off
as a result.

We will not allow serious criminals into the country. Cut foreign nationals
in prison. 

Just get on with that.

2.  Will not raise rates of National Insurance, Income tax, VAT. Raise
National Insurance threshold. Lower energy bills.

The Manifesto pointed to great growth and prosperity from lower or restrained
taxes. The government needs to re work a growth package, to include lower VAT
on fuel and energy, with a better tax regime for the self employed and small
business.

3. Get Brexit done. Take back control of our laws, our money, trade policy.
Full control of our fishing waters. Take the whole country out as one United
Kingdom. Northern Ireland to enjoy the full economic benefits of Brexit.

The government did get Brexit done but there remains issues concerning
Northern Ireland and fishing.

The government needs to complete the Northern Ireland legislation to remove
ECJ interference from Northern Ireland and to enforce the parts of the
Northern Ireland protocol which clearly state NI is part of the UK internal
market so should be free of checks on goods moving from GB to NI. There
should be no enforced  regulatory alignment for domestic activities in NI/GB.

The government needs to set out expansion plans for our fishing industry
along with proper protections against large scale foreign industrial trawlers
and undue quota for overseas vessels.

What the Manifesto did not say

It did not promise a full scale reform of social care. It said “We will seek
a cross party consensus for social care reform” which still does not exist.

It did promise net zero by 2050 but did not commit to any particular
milestones this Parliament.


